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Abstract 
We establish large increment properties for infinite series of independent Omstein-Uhlenbeck 
processes by studying more general Gaussian processes with stationary increments. 
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1. Introduction and conclusions 
A real-valued stationary Gaussian process {Z(t), -cc < t < CQ} will be called an 
Omstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process with coefficients y > 0 and J. > 0 if EZ(t) = 0 
and 
EZ(t)Z(s) = (y/n)exp(-Alt - ~1). 
Let {Y(t), -m < t < m} = {T&(t), --oo < t < 00}ko”,_~ be a sequence of indepen- 
dent OU processes with coefficients Yk and &. The process Y(.) has been extensively 
studied since it was introduced by Dawson (1972) (cf. the references of Csiki et al., 
1991). 
The process, which is closely related to Y(.) and also interesting, is the infinite 
series of the coordinate processes of Y(.), namely the process X(.) defined by 
x(t) = 5 Xk(t), -cc < t < 00. (1.1) 
k=l 
Cs6rg6 and Lin (1990b) established exact Leiy type moduli of continuity of X( .). 
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Theorem A. Assume that TO := ElX(t)[’ = c,“=, yk/& < 03 and rl := c,“=, Yk < 
00. Let Th r cc continuously as h ---f 0. Then 
lim sup IK(t+h)-X(t)1 = 1 as 
h-0 ,t, <Th (2hT,)‘/2(2 log(Th/h))‘/2 ’ ’ 
lim sup sup IMt + s) - X(t)1 
h-0 ltl<r,, ogs4h (2hT,)1’2(2 log(T/Jh))‘/z = ’ a’s’ 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Csaki et al. ( 199 1) further established another type of moduli of continuity results for 
this process by studying the moduli of continuity for some kinds of Gaussian processes 
with stationary increments. One of the Theorems is as follows: 
Theorem B. Let {G(t), -CC < t < co} be an almost surely continuous Gaussian 
process with EG(t) = 0 and 
E(G(t + s) - G(t))2 = a2(s), (1.4) 
where we assume that a2(s) is non-decreasing in s and regularly varying at zero with 
an exponent a > 0. Then 
lim sup lG(t + s) - G(t)1 
h-0 O.$$-h og!& 4h)(21qdW)Y/2 " a's' 
(1.5) 
IA in addition, for any a < b <c < d 
E(G(b) - G(a))(G(d) - G(c)) GO, 
then, we have 
(1.6) 
lim P(t + s) - G(t)1 
h-o ,,s:y_, ,E:, a(h)(210g(l/h))‘i2 = ’ as. (1.7) 
lim IG(t+h)-G(t)1 = 1 as, 
h-0 o,f:T_h a(h)(2 log( 1/h))‘i2 ’ (1.8) 
In the above-mentioned paper, the authors also obtained a large increment property 
for a kind of stationary increment Gaussian processes. Unfortunately, the result cannot 
be extended to the process X(.) defined by (1.1) since a2(h) of X(.) is bounded. For 
the same reason, we have not yet got the large increment results for Gaussian processes 
of all kinds generated by infinite dimensional OU process Y(.) up to now (cf. C&go 
and Lin 1990a,b; Csaki et al., 199 1; Csiirgii et al., 1994; Csaki et al., 1992). 
This paper aims at establishing a large increment results for X(.). First of all, we 
also prove a theorem of this kind for more general stationary Gaussian processes as in 
Csaki et al. (1991). Our result may be compared to the laws of the iterated logarithm 
(cf., e.g., Nisio, 1967; Qualls and Watanabe, 1972; Csiirgo and Shao, 1993). 
Theorem 1. Let {G(t),-cc < t < co} be a stationary Gaussian process with 
EG(t) = 0 and a2(s) = E(G(t + s) - G(t))2. Assume that a(s) is non-decreasing, 
and 
EG(s)G(O) + 0 ass-+03 (1.9) 
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and 
Let aT be a function of T with 0 < ar< T and aT + CC as T -+ co. Assume that 
there exists 0 <p < 1 such that 
aT = o(T”+“) (1.11) 
for any E > 0 as T + co. Then 
lim IG(t + s) - G(t)1 = 1 
r+~ ~<::;-a~ o::;‘,, 2Q(log T)“* 
a.s 
’ 
lim sup IG(t + ar) - G(t)1 = 1 a.s. 
r-m OCt<T-a, 2ao(log T)‘j2 
l im  sup IG(T + aT> - G(T)1 = 1 a.s. 
T-00 2ao(log T)‘/* 
where oi = EG*(O). 
Turn to X(.) defined by (1 .l). This is a stationary Gaussian process with stationary 
increments and 
U*(S) = E(X(t + s) -X(t))* = 2kzI t( 1 - e-Ias). 
The condition TO = C,“=, t < 00 implies 
EX(s)X(O) = kg, ze-‘kS 4 0 as s --f 03. 
i 
Applying Theorem 1, we have 
Theorem 2. Assume that TO < 00 and condition (1.10) is satisfied. Then we have 
the conclusions of Theorem 1 with X(.) and TO instead of G(.) and c$, respectively. 
Remark 1. If a2(s) is regularly varying at zero with an exponent a > 0, condition 
(1.10) is satisfied. Particularly, for X(.) in Theorem 2, rt < 0;) implies that o*(s) is 
regularly varying at zero with exponent 1 by noting that o*(s)/2sTt -t 1 as s + 0. 
2. Proofs 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need a result of Csaki et al. (1992). 
Lemma. Assume that {r(t), -cc < t < W} is an almost surely continuous pro- 
cess and that for It\ < TO, 0 < x* <x and 0 < h<ho there exist non-negative non- 
decreasing function al(h) such that 
P{lr(t + h) - r(t)/ Bxot(h)}<Kexp(-yxB) 
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with some K, y, /I > 0. Then 
I’ sup sup jr(t +s) - r(t)/ >x(m(h) + m(h,k)) + a;(h,k) 
O<t<T O<sCh 
exp(-7xB) 
for any O< T < TO, 0 < h<ho, x2x* and any integer ka3, where 
g1 (h, k) = 23+“8 al(he-“)/xdx, 
a;(h,k) = 4 (~)““I,~,:*,,~~,(he-lb)~. 
The following two propositions together give more general results than Theorem 1. 
Proposition 1. Let {G(t),- CC < t < co} be a Gaussian process satisfying the con- 
ditions in Theorem 1. Let ar be a function of T with 0 < aT < T and aT + 0~) as 
T ---f CCI. Then we have 
lim sup sup 
lG(t+s)-G(t)1 <1 as 
sup 2oo(log((T - aT>ar))“2 ’ . * T-cc O<r<T-ar 04sGar 
(2.1) 
where log((T - aT)aT) means log(T - aT> + log aT and logx = ln (x V 1). 
Proof. It is well known that {G(t)} is almost surely continuous (Femique, 1964). 
For any given h > 0 small enough, put iT = [UT/h], Jo = [(T-ar)/h], j’(T) = [T/h]. 
Write 
IG(t + 3) - G(t)1 
IG((i + i)h) - GWI 
’ O?j?jr ozy$i; 2oo(log((T - aT>aT>>1’2 
+2 max 
IG(jh + s) - @$)I 
O<jCj’(T) Ok!& 2ao(log((T - aT)aT>)“2 
=: Z,(T, h) + 2Z2(T, h). 
Clearly, condition ( 1.10) implies s,” a(e-‘)/x dx < 03 and hence 
(2.2) 
m 
u(h) + a(he-‘)/x d x + o(heeX2)dx+0 as hd0. 
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By the lemma, we obtain 
dP max sup IG(jh + s) - G(jh)( 
0Gibj’(r) 0<$~h 
22 (logi)li2 (G(h)+ 161mo(he-X)/xdx) +4glXo(hs-‘)d_x} 
<Fexp(-2logE) =+ 
for any E > 0, provided h is small enough and T large enough. Here, and in the sequel, 
c stands for a positive constant independent of T, its value is irrelevant. Therefore, the 
Borel-Cantelli Lemma implies that for fixed h small enough, 
limsupZ2(T,h) < limsup max sup IG(jh + s) - G(jh)l 
T-CO T-o0 o~jG’(T)o~s<h 2~o(w(m)Y’* 
= lim sup max sup lG(jh + s) - G(jh)l <a a s, 
k-m oCjgj’(k2)o,cs<h 2a0(log(k2/h))“2 ’ . 
(2.3) 
Consequently, it is enough for the proof of Proposition 1 to show that for any c > 0 
limsup/r(T,h)< 1 + E a.s. (2.4) 
T-W 
Let Ak = {T: 8k<aT < ok+’ } for some 8 > 1, d = {k: Ak # 0}, and Tk be a T 
such that Tk - ark = SUP{ T - @T, T E Ak}, .ik = j,. Then 
d lim sup sup max lG((j + i)h) - G(jh)l 
km rear O<j<j7022i 200(lOg((j + l)har))‘/* 
AC.81 
lG((j + i)h) - G(jh)l 
Noting a*(s) d2a& we have 
P max 
{ 
IG((j+W)-G(jh)l al +E 
0+ GJk o~z%,h 2a0(log(( j + l)h@))r/* 1 
(G((j + i)h) - G(jh)l 
o(ih) 
2~1 + &)(210g((j + l)hekp} 
(2.5) 
,<c$@+‘h-‘exp{-(I +E)log((j+ l)hdk)} 
j=O 
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,<drk”. (2.6) 
From (2..5), (2.6) and the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, (2.4) and hence Proposition 1 is 
proved. 0 
Proposition 2. Assume that the conditions in Proposition 1 are satisjed. Furthermore, 
there exists 0 d /? -C 1 such that 
UT = o(T”f”) (2.7) 
for any E > 0 as T -+ 00. Then we have 
lim inf 
IG(t + ar) - G(t)1 
r-m Odfs$-ai 2ao(log((T - ar)ar))“* 
B I-@ ‘I2 (-> t+P 
and 
lim sup 
IG(T + ar) - G(T)1 1-p I,'2 
T+m 2o,.,(log((T - ar)ar))t12 ’ 1 + B (-  a’s’ 
Proof, First, we prove (2.8). Obviously 
lim sup log((T - ar)ar) < 1+ b' 
T-00 bd%T) 
-jq 
Therefore, in order to prove (2.8) it suffices to show 
lim inf G(t+W)-G(t)>l _-E as, 
r+m OGIsJ!-al 2~0(los(UaT>Y’* ’ ’ 
a.s. (2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
forany <E < i.LetB,k= {T:kh<aT <(k+l)h,n-ldT<n},a~==inf{aT: 
n-l<T<n},a,*=sup{ar:n-l<T<n}.Then 
lim inf 
G(t + aT> - G(t) 
T-m o~i?!-~~ 2~o(h_d~/+))“* 
3 lim inf min inf 
G(t + aT> - G(t) 
++03 o,;/h-lGkGa:/h T%i OGt?!-al 2'JO(log(%T)>"* 
3 lim inf 
G(t + kh) - G(t) 
n+m a,;!h-?i?Ga;:h 0$%;2 2oO(log(nlkh)Y'* 
- lim sup sup IG(t + 3) - G(t)1 
n-o3 O<tQn 0:2h200((1 -fi-@logn)"2 
=: I, - 12, 
where 0 < 6 < 1 - 8. By imitating the proof of (2.3) we have 
12 GE a.s. 
provided h is small enough. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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The condition EG(s)G(O) + 0 as s --j cc implies that a*(s) + 2at as s ---f XI. 
Hence 
II 2 lim inf min G((j+ l)kh)- G(jkh) 
n-w ah/h-l <k<a;/h =,z;:,, max a(kh)(2 log(n/kh))“2 . 
(2.14) 
For 0 < 6 < 1 - ,8, put E’ = ~~(1 - B - 6)/4(2 + /? + 6). Using the condition 
EG(s)G(O) 4 0 as s + 03 again, we have 
E(G((j + l)kh) - G(jkh))(G(( i + 1)kh) - G(ikh)) <E, 
o*(kh) 
\ (2.15) 
for j - i >,2 provided k is large enough. Let {<;, i > 1) and z be independent normal 
random variables with means zero and Et? = 1 - E’ and Ez2 = E’. Define rli = 5, + z. 
Then Er]? = 1 and 
E(G((j + 1)kh) - G(jkh))(G((i + 1)kh) - G(ikh)) 
a2(kh) 
<Eqjqi, j - i>2 
for large k. Therefore, by the Slepian Lemma it follows that for large n, 
P min G((j + 1 )kh) - G(jkh) < 1 _ E 
o;,/h <k <a; /h o <;,znn fkh max a(kh)(2 log(n/kh))“* ’ 
< $ (,lr+s exp { _n(l-lr-w*} + n-‘) , 
which implies that the right-hand side of (2.14) almost surely larger than 1 - E. Com- 
bining this result with (2.13) and (2.12) and noting the arbitrariness of h, we obtain 
(2.11). Consequently, (2.8) is proved. 
Next, we deal with (2.9). Let to = 1. Define tk by tk = t&I +a,,-,, k = 1,2,. . . . Put 
D, = {k: $n<tk<n - l}. Obviously, by condition (2.7), for k E D,, a,, = o(nfi+c) 
for any E > 0 as n -+ co. Moreover, 
for large n. Hence, one of the following two inequalities holds: 
Without loss of generality, assume that the first one is true. For large n, similarly as 
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in (2.15), we have 
E(G(tj + al, ) - G(tj))(G(ti + a,, ) - G(ti)) <s, 
@a,, Mat,) 
. . 
Then, by the Slepian Lemma, we obtain that for large it, n - 1 < T < n, 0 < E < 1 -B 
P sup G(t + Q) - G(t) <( ] _ E)(l _ /Q/2 
T/24t<T 2oc(log T)‘/2 
G(h + at, ) - G(b) < 1 _ 5 
odirk:D” o(u!,)(2 log(n/ul,))‘/2 ’ 2 
<P max qk< (1 -i) (zbg$)li2} 
odd kED,, 
GoddyED (~-exp{-(1-~)log$})+P{r~~(2(1-P_d)logn)1’2} 
n 
d exp{- C (~~,/n)‘-~‘~} + exp 
odd kED, 
-:(2 +/I + 6)logn 
> 
< exp{-~(n/~~p;$~ u,)~‘~} + n-l/* 
n 
< exp{-&~-B-@E/4) + n-1/2 ~ o 
as n + co. Hence as T --f 0;) 
P IG(t + at) - G(t)1 
T,::$T 2oO(hd(t - @h))“2 
L(1 - E)(s)“2} 
>P 
( 
sup IG(t + at) - G(t)1 
T/2<t<T 2oo(log T)‘j2 
> (1 - ;) (1 - p)‘iz} 
=1-P sup 
IG(t + at) - G(t)1 
TI2GtGT 2ac(log T)l12 
d (1 - ;> (1 - p)“*} --) 1, 
which implies (2.9) immediately. The proof of Proposition 2 is completed. 0 
Combining Proposition 1 with Proposition 2 yields Theorem 1 by taking /3 = 0. 
Remark. By checking the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2, it is easy to see that the 
condition EG(s)G(O) + 0 as s + 00 can be replaced by a weaker condition 
EG(s)G(O) + p, for some p, IpI < 0;. 
At this time, a2(s) + 2(0; - p) and the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 and Propo- 
sitions 1 and 2 remain true with U: - p instead of 0;. 
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